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Abstract. After the wireless sensor network nodes deployed on the detection region. It needs 
scheduling algorithm to optimize nodes deployment and make full use of sensor nodes’ energy 
consequently. This paper proposed an energy efficient nodes scheduling algorithm. It could make 
better use of wireless network sensors by minimize the active nodes. The algorithm can be used both 
in heterogeneous sensor network and homogeneous sensor network. Simulation results show that it is 
not only able to meet the multi-coverage requirement of the interesting region, but also can prolong 
the network lifetime because of balancing the sensors energy consuming. 

Introduction 
Wireless sensor network node energy is limited and its lifetime is short. Scheduling wireless 

sensor network nodes is an effective method to adjust network coverage [1], many researchers 
studied the sensor nodes scheduling technique and make a large deal of work recent years 
[2-8].However, there are many shortages: (i) these work are mainly based on binary sensor model 
that is when monitoring objects within the sensor's sensing radius, the probability be detected is 1, 
and 0 otherwise. But sensor detections are imprecise in reality. (ii) the studies just can be used in 
homogeneous sensor network. However, heterogeneous sensor network’s derivation is more 
complicated and sensor networks must consider the heterogeneity of sensor nodes. (iii) Many study 
results just can meet basic coverage requirement. They can’t meet multi-coverage requirement. 

 So we provide an energy efficient node scheduling algorithm of wireless sensor network which 
named EK-CNSA (Efficient K-Coverage Node Schedule Algorithm). It adopted the probability 
sensor model and could meet k-coverage requirement of the interesting region. This algorithm can be 
used both in homogeneous sensor network and heterogeneous sensor network. We can configure the 
coverage degree of interesting region neatly by changing the value of K. It’s an exceptional case 
When K is 1. 

EK-CNSA Detection Model 
We suppose N sensor nodes deployed in the detection region with high density, this is the 

commonly precondition in the application of high coverage quality (battlefield e.g.). The network 
sensor nodes probabilistic sensor detection model is (refer with: Eq. 1): 
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Where re ( re < r ) is a measure of the uncertain in sensor detection, Ei is the initial energy of node 
Si, Eir is the residual energy, α = diP - ( r-re ), and λ and β are parameters that measure detection 
probability when a target is at distance greater  than re but within a distance from the sensor [9].The 
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σ is a normally distributed random numbers, expresses the reality effect of disturbance on the 
detection probability. All sensors have equal status, no differentiation of cluster head node and 
ordinary node. 

EK-CNSA Algorithm 
EK-CNSA algorithm includes three parts: 1.K-coverage decision algorithm; 2.Nodes eligibility 

decision algorithm based on the result of K-coverage decision algorithm; 3. Nodes scheduling 
algorithm based on the result of the nodes eligibility decision algorithm to schedule the nodes. The 
flowing text will introduce these three algorithms. 

K-coverage Decision Algorithm  
K-coverage decision algorithm is the key part of EK-CNSA. Computing the K value is the core 

problem. While computing the coverage degree (to get K value), We first propose the “coverage 
degree equal theorem”, and then we convert this problem to computing coverage degrees of limited 
discrete points which reduces the computing cost largely .The following will introduce our method. 
Firstly, some definitions are brought forward. 

Definition. In addition, “coverage” is defined based on Binary sensor model traditionally. We 
define it based on probabilistic sensor detection model newly. 

Definition1. coverage. Let (xi,yi) be the sensor Si position coordinate. Let rs,i is equivalent radius; 
Let P is a point in interest region, and it’s position coordinate is (xP,yP). Let dip is the distance 
between P and Si. If 2 2

,( ) ( )iP i P i P s id x x y y r= − + − < , we say point P is covered by sensor Si. (refer 
with: Eq. 2): 
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Definition2. coverage number. 
(i) Coverage Number of Point P : the number of sensor nodes which cover the point P. Let n is 

sensors number. So, it can be denoted as following:(refer with: Eq. 3) 
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(ii) Coverage Number of whole interesting region: the minimal coverage number value of all 
points in the region. Let A is the interesting region, it can be denoted as following: (refer with: Eq. 4) 

( , ) ( ( , ))
P A
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∈

=                                                                                                    (4) 

If A meet K-coverage, that is, the value of CN(S,A) is K. 
Coverage Number Equal Theorem. Computing the K value of whole interesting region is the 

precondition of K-coverage decision algorithm. The interesting region is a continuous plane area. 
There are infinite points in the region. So it is unfeasible to compute coverage number of all points by 
equation (4). Literature [9] proved that “coverage number of region is equal to the minimal coverage 
number value of the sensor nodes circles”. We proved that “the whole region coverage number is 
equal to the minimal coverage number value of some points in the sensor nodes circles”. 
Consequently, convert computing region coverage number to computing points coverage number. 
The following context will give the analyzing process. 
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Fig. 1  node Si detecting circle 1-coverage 

Refer with Fig. 1,the detection circle of sensor Si is divided into some arcs. So, we can gain from 
the literature [9]:the detection circle’s coverage number is equal to the minimum of the arcs’ 
coverage number. Owing to the arc includes circular arc and two endpoints, we can know that the 
single arc’s coverage number is equal to the minimum of circle boundary points’ coverage number 
and “two endpoints” coverage number. 

(1)Firstly, it is easy to know that the coverage number of all points in arc boundary is same (except 
two endpoints), so we just choose one point in arc boundary to compute the coverage number. This 
paper chooses the “middle point”. 

(2)Secondly,For the coverage number of “two endpoints”, this paper provides the “coverage 
number equal theorem” which explains that “the minimum of the arc endpoints coverage number is 
equal to the minimum of arc middle point coverage number ”. Consequently, we just need compute 
coverage number of the arcs middle point to obtain the sensor circle boundary’s coverage number. 

Theorem. coverage number equal theorem. Supposed random two sensor nodes’ locations are not 
superposition. The minimum of sensor circle boundary intersect points’ coverage number is equal to 
the minimum of arc middle points coverage number. 

According to the “theorem”, we can use the method of computing all arcs middle point’s coverage 
number to replace computing the sensor circles’ coverage number, thus largely reduce the computing 
cost. 

Computing the Middle Point Coordinate.Refer with Fig.2, sensors Si and Sj, with coordinates 

(xi,yi) and (xj,yj), Let dij= 2 2( ) ( )i j i jx x y y− + − , arctan( )j i
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 be the azimuth angle of Si and Sj. 

When Si sensor circle and Sj sensor circle intersecting, the radian of two intersecting points in Si 
detection circle can be separated gained from following: (refer with: Eq. 5) 
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Fig. 2   node Si arcs and arcs middle points 

Let the neighbors node set of sensor Si be N(Si),Let the number of neighbor nodes be K(i).So, 
there are M intersecting points in Si detection circle, M=2 K(i).Collating these intersecting points 
according to the radian and make a sequence. See Figure 4.The Si detection circle is divided to M 
arcs by M intersecting points, Let be (αi,V, αi,V+1),V=1,…,M. αi,M+1=α i,1 + 2π。Let the middle point 
coordinate of Arc (αi,V, αi,V+1)be Pi,V(xi,V, yi,V), which can be gained from following: (refer with: 
Eq. 6) 
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Computing Region Coverage Number.Firstly, a single sensor node Si coverage number can be 
gained from following: (refer with: Eq. 7) 
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Owing to the whole detection region coverage number is equal to the minimum of nodes coverage 
number in the wireless sensor network [9]. Let the detection region be A, Sensor Si∈ S, the coverage 
number of region A can be expressed by equation (8): 

( , ) ( ( , ))
i
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∈
=                                                                                                （8） 

We premised the sensor Si is intersected with other sensors in the network When using equation (8) 
to compute region coverage number. We classified the non-intersect into two instances: one instance 
is that Si is leaved from other sensors, that is, dij>ri + rj. In this instance, the detection region 
coverage number is 0.The other instance is that the detection circle of Si is inside of some other 
sensor detection circle. In this instance, we can ignore Si. If we calculated all the sensors in the net S 
= {S1, S2 ,…, Si ,…, Sn } meet K coverage, the coverage number of whole detection region A is K 
coverage. 

Nodes Eligibility Decision Algorithm 
Nodes eligibility decision algorithm is the core of node sleeping schedule strategy which based on 

network coverage [10].The eligibility decision correctness impacts on the coverage quality and 
energy cost. If it determines more nodes to sleep, the coverage quality will not be achieved. If it 
determines less nodes to sleep, the energy will be consumed more, which can’t prolong the wireless 
network lifetime. The node eligibility decision rule depends on different application. In this paper, 
our decision rule is whether the detecting region is K coverage. 

The eligibility means that whether the node can be active to continue to work. There are two 
results: eligibility or un-eligibility. If node is eligible, it is regarded as active node to continue to 
work. If node is un-eligible, it is regarded as sleeping node to break off. 

This paper provides a distributed node eligibility decision algorithm. Refer with Eq. 7, in 
detecting region A, Every sensor node just need to collect local neighbor nodes information to make 
decision. The Si eligibility decision steps are: 
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(1)Computing sensor Si equivalence radius according to the node detection probability and 
application need minimum detection probability P0. 

(2)Computing Si neighbor nodes net N(Si) according to Si coordinate. 
(3)Computing arcs {（αi，jL,αi，jR）| Sj∈N(Si)} which intersected by Si and N(Si) and mapping the 

arcs into [0,2π].Saving the left and right endpoints of arcs into set PL,R (differentiating left and right 
endpoints ) and sequencing the PL,R into linked list L. 

(4)Computing the middle point coordinate using formula (6).Let all middle points set be Pi. 
(5)Judging whether Si is boundary node, If yes, continue, otherwise go to step(7). 
(6)Find out points which outside the region A in Pi and make those coverage number is ∞. 
(7)Computing the points coverage number in Pi (according to Definition2 and Definition3) and 

find out the minimum, Let the minimum coverage number be Kmin. Kmin is the Si detecting circle 
coverage number. 

(8)If Kmin>K, node Si is un-eligible; If Kmin≤K, node Si is eligible. 
Nodes Scheduling Algorithm 
In scheduling strategy, Nodes are differentiated into two kinds: active and sleep. The active nodes 

do detecting and transporting messages by wireless multi-hop. The sleep nodes don’t work. 
Supposed sensor nodes work process into “wheel” period. At the start of “wheel” period scheduling 
nodes: scheduling eligibility node to work which realized coverage reality, scheduling un-eligibility 
node to sleep which realized energy-saving. 

We provided a distributed node scheduling algorithm based on eligibility decision algorithm.  
EK-CNSA Algorithm 
Base on K-coverage decision algorithm, Nodes eligibility decision algorithm and Nodes 

scheduling algorithm, the following text will give the EK-CNSA working process. 
In distributed mode, nodes work and run EK-CNSA in synchronism. There is not a concentrating 

processor. The sensor node just need neighbor nodes information to make decision. Refer with Fig. 3, 
it is the EK-CNSA process flow of a single sensor node. 

Send HELLO message to neighbors 

Receive HELLO message from neighbor

Set timer

Timer stop

Node energy 
exhaust ?

No

Run K-coverage decision algorithm

Run nodes eligibility decision algorithm

Run nodes scheduling algorithm

Node to sleep?

Redundancy node Not Redundancy node

Yes No

New “wheel”start

Yes
End  

   Fig. 3 sensor node running EK-CNSA flow 
Because of wireless network adjusts topological structure dynamically, distributing mode has 

much more expansibility. 
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Simulation 
This paper makes simulation of EK-CNSA in energy consuming, nodes energy consuming 

balance and network lifetime compared with CCP (Coverage Configuration Protocol) algorithm [8]. 
The simulation works in an square region with 100m×100m.The coverage number K is 2.We 
supposed hot interesting area is 20m×20m which requirement coverage probability is 0.9. The other 
common area requirement coverage probability is 0.7. In the simulation running, we used three 
different radius (7 m, 10 m, 15 m), separate node number is (75,16,3 ). At the start time, nodes with 
radius 7m initial energy is 0.7J. Nodes with radius 10m initial energy is 1.0J. Nodes with radius 15m 
initial energy is 1.5J. 

Network Energy Consuming  
Supposed the energy model, initial energy and workload are the same of EK-CNSA and CCP 

algorithm. The figure 4 shows the energy consuming by time. 
Refer with Fig. 4, we can see that EK-CNSA energy consuming is slower than CCP algorithm. 

The CCP network energy is used up at 580 second. However, EK-CNSA network energy is used up 
at 997 second. 

Sensor Energy Consuming Balance 
The sensor number is 94 in the simlation scene. Figure 5 shows these 94 sensors(from No.1 to 

No.94) energy consuming balance running EK-CNSA compared with running CCP algorithm with 
300 seconds. 

  
Fig. 4 Network energy consuming                     Fig. 5  Sensor energy consuming balance 

Refer with Fig. 5 , we can see that sensor energy consuming between 0.3 and 0.95 using CCP 
algorithm. However, when using EK-CNSA algorithm, the sensor energy consuming floating in 0.4. 
Therefore, the network sensor energy consuming is balanced. So it can avoid sensor node died 
because of energy used up ahead of time. 

Network Lifetime 
We simulated the network lifetime using EK-CNSA and CCP. Figure 6 shows active sensors 

compare inner 1000 seconds. Refer with Fig.6,energy exhausted sensors appeared when using CCP 
algorithm at 205 second and all sensors energy exhausted at 600 second. Contrastively, energy 
exhausted sensors appeared when using our EK-CNSA algorithm at 500 second and all sensors 
energy exhausted at 995 second. It is obvious that EK-CNSA algorithm can prolong network lifetime 
effectively. 
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Fig. 6 Active sensor nodes by time 

Conclusion 
The paper first proposed K-coverage decision algorithm. Secondly, it proposed the nodes 

eligibility decision algorithm based on the result of k-coverage decision algorithm and proposed a 
nodes eligibility decision method. Thirdly, an energy efficient node scheduling algorithm based on 
the result of the nodes eligibility decision algorithm named EK-CNSA was proposed. EK-CNSA 
could make better use of sensors by minimize the active sensors. It can be used both in heterogeneous 
sensor network and homogeneous sensor network. Simulation results show that EK-CNSA is not 
only able to meet the requirement of coverage quality of the interested area, but also can prolong the 
lifetime of network because of balancing the sensors dissipative energy. 
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